Chapter Five

Conclusion and Recommendation

This chapter is the last chapter of the research. This chapter consists of two parts. First, conclusion on the study summarizes the content of the research. Second, recommendations are for teachers, students, and the university.

Conclusion

The First finding was about the aspects need to be improved of library facilities. The researcher divided the findings based on the kinds of library services in chapter two. Students mentioned their perceptions on the things need to improve of library physical facilities were the number of newest book collections, the number of English books, book arrangements, and library media. Another library facility was the library services. The participants mentioned there are two findings about the things need to improve of library services. There were books limitation in circulation service and library service hours.

The second finding to answer the research question was about the benefits of university library facilities in supporting language learning. The first benefit was easy to search online materials. The participant used Wi-Fi to search online material and sent assignment. The second benefit was helping to find learning materials. However library has few number of English books, the participants were helped in getting learning material. The third benefit was an alternative place
to study. The university library had sufficient room and facilities, where students not only could read book but also study there.

The researcher got additional findings about benefit of library facilities in supporting language learning. Participant 1 and Participant 3 mentioned that they get benefit of American Corner for language learning. However, those finding were not the objective of this study, but researcher made the finding as additional information for user. Students not only could get benefit from the university library, but also American Corner. The findings of benefits from American Corner in language learning were benefits of books, vocabulary mastering, improving students’ pronunciation, improving speaking skills, improving listening skills, improving students’ motivation. In short, the university library facilities gave benefits for language learning. Moreover, students can access American Corner which also gave benefits for language learning.

**Recommendation**

**Teachers.** Based on the findings of this study, the researcher gave recommendation for teachers. The researcher recommended teachers to focus on the benefits of library facilities in supporting language learning. The teachers can give an instruction for students to access the library or to join many activities. Language learning is not only done in the classroom but also practiced in students’ daily activities. Teachers can work together with the library to provide appropriate sources of learning such as books for students. Another simple
activity is that the teacher can ask students to study in the library, to search learning materials, or do their assignment in the library.

**Students.** Based on the results of the research, students are recommended to access the university library or joining American Corner activities. Students can find learning materials at both the university library and American Corner. Moreover, students can practice language skills by joining American Corner activities. There are many benefits which support language learning. The benefits mentioned by participants were only examples. Students can find more benefits by using other facilities or joining more activities.

**The university.** The first objective of the research is to gain students perception on the aspects need to be improved of university library facilities. Based on the findings, the researcher gives recommendation for the university. It recommended that the university more consider of students perception about the things need to improve in university library facilities. Moreover, the university is recommended to increase the university library facilities and services.